The 'Not So Silent' Mill Is Out

By ROYAL ROUSSEL

As most of you know, the Mill has finally come out, per schedule. You probably know as well that several more mistakes were made, not per schedule, which I would like to clear up.

The article entitled "Notes from a Not So Silent Member" was not an editorial, nor was it a letter to the editor from my room mate Phil Barber. We printed it because it was honest and interesting. It does not reflect our opinion or the Mill's editorial policy. We seem to have been right, by actual count 34 people have asked me about the article, some with alarm in their voices. While this was in its own way gratifying we can tell you that the student who wrote it is quiet, well mannered, and would not think of throwing a bomb at the new religious council offices. It was taken from his answers to a questionnaire Mr. Williams hands out in his creative writing class.

The article entitled "The Two Loves of Lady Chatterley" was somewhat garbled in transmission. If you have not already discovered the key, the first three lines of the first column go at the bottom of the second, and the first three lines of this same column go at the bottom of the third.

The Mill will appear again in the Spring and we hope everyone will feel free to contribute. We also hope everyone enjoyed it.